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Comparison of Optimization Algorithms for Boost
Converter Controller Design
Kevin C. Fronczak

Abstract—Switched DC-DC Boost Converter controllers can
take on many topologies and the design depends on the performance of the power conversion stage itself. To aid in the
design process, the use of Genetic Algorithms and Particle Swarm
Optimization algorithms is explored here. Each algorithm is
implemented and the performance compared in order to provide
a thorough analysis of what optimization algorithms explore the
controller design solution space more efficiently. The algorithms
are operated on a Voltage-Mode-Controlled Boost Converter
operating in both CCM and DCM. The Genetic Algorithm utilizes
a technique known as the ‘Queen-Bee’ method while the two
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms compared utilizes a
constriction factor and a chaotic inertial weight. The Genetic
Algorithm was able to produce a solution within 0.2% of the
ideal solution while the best PSO implementation only came
within 74% with the same operating conditions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
WITCHED DC-DC converters have many frequency response characteristics that must be optimized in order to
produce the best product and eliminate stability concerns. The
design of the controller is critical as it determines the steadystate accuracy, response time, and stability margins (both gain
and phase). Unfortunately, amplifier design is not trivial as
improving one performance metric will, typically, decrease
another. For example, in order to increase the phase margin
of a system, one must typically lower the gain in order to
compensate. While this would improve stability, it would also
decrease steady-state accuracy.
Due to this complexity, switched converter controller design
is well suited to solving via optimization algorithms. Electronics design via optimization algorithms is a well-established
field of research and shows the possibility of providing optimal
solutions for high-complexity design [17], [18], [23], [25],
[30]–[35].
There are two main areas in which an optimization algorithm could be useful within the structure of a Switched DCDC Boost Converter such as the power conversion stage [18],
[25] and the controller stage [33]. Here, the controller stage
is of more interest due to its direct impact on the frequency
response of the system. The design of the controller is one of
the most important tasks as it is used to eliminate steady-state
error at the output of the converter and is used to guarantee
that the converter is stable under all operating conditions.
The optimization algorithms compared here are that of
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). For the Genetic Algorithm implementation, the
‘Queen-Bee’ method is used wherein the algorithm is modeled
off of the interaction of bees within a hive (abbreviated as
QBGA) [22], [32], [35]. For the Particle Swarm Optimization
implementation, three algorithms are compared: Constriction

S

(PSOC), Chaotic Descending Inertia Weight (CDIW), and
Chaotic Random Intertia Weight (CRIW) [20], [26], [27], [29].
Both QBGA and all three PSO algorithms attempted to
optimize the transfer function of a controller by iterating over
the parameters of the controller transfer function for the Boost
Converter in both CCM and DCM. Various fitness function
implementations were compared including a Normalized Linear Function (NLF), Normalized Parabolic Function (NPF),
and both NLF and NPF with a penalty function used to aid
in convergence [15], [16]. Preliminary work was performed
previously in [4].
II. B OOST C ONVERTER C ONTROL
The block diagram for a typical boost converter is shown in
Fig. 1 while a circuit implementation utilizing Voltage-ModeControl (VMC) is shown in Fig. 2. There are two modes
of operation for a boost converter, known as ContinuousConduction Mode (CCM) and Discontinuous Conduction
Mode (DCM). Each mode is characterized by observing the
current through the inductor over one switching cycle. If the
current goes to zero before one switching cycle ends, the
converter is said to be operating in DCM. On the other-hand,
if the current does not drop to zero withing one switching
cycle it is said to be operating in CCM. Distinguishing the
two is important as each mode has implications on the small-

Fig. 1: Boost Converter Block Diagram

Fig. 2: Voltage-Mode-Controlled Boost Converter Circuit Architecture
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Fig. 5: Lag Compensator Circuit Plus Pole
Fig. 3: Lag Compensator Circuit

Fig. 4: Bode Plot for Lag Compensator Circuit with RO =
6 kΩ, CZ = 100 nF , gm = −1 S, RT = 2 M Ω, RB = 500 kΩ
and RZ swept with values of 100 Ω, 500 Ω, and 3 kΩ.
signal performance of the circuit as a whole: the VMCCCM Converter exhibits LC resonance while the VMC-DCM
Converter does not [1]–[6]. This makes controller designs
much easier to implement for VMC-DCM Converters rather
than VMC-CCM Converters.
There are many different error amplifier architectures that
can be used for the controller [5], [7], [8], but only three
are explained here: the Lag, Lag-Plus-Pole, and PID. Each
controller explored is implemented with an OTA due to their
more ideal characteristics at an integrated circuit level [8]–
[12].
Note that for all subsequent controller transfer function
equations in this section,
K = gm RO

RB
RT + RB

(1)

A. Lag Controller
The Lag Compensator is given in Figure 3 and has a transfer
function given by (2). The feature of this type of compensator
is that it provides a phase “lag” at a given peak frequency.
Note that for (2) to be true, RO  RZ .


Vc
sRZ CZ + 1
=K
(2)
Vo
sRO CZ + 1
1
(3)
fp =
2πRO CZ
1
fz =
(4)
2πRZ CZ
The benefit of using a lag compensator, also known as
a proportional-integral (PI) controller, is that it can be used

Fig. 6: Bode Plot for Lag Compensator Circuit Plus Pole with
RO = 6 kΩ, CZ = 100 nF , CC = 1 nF , gm = −1 S, RT =
2 M Ω, RB = 500 kΩ and RZ swept with values of 100 Ω,
500 Ω, and 1 kΩ.
to boost the gain of a system without affecting the behavior
near the 0 dB crossing point. As such, it’s ideal for converters
that already have a good phase margin, but just need the DC
gain boost in order to eliminate steady-state error (such as the
VMC-DCM Converter).
B. Lag Controller Plus Pole
By adding a capacitor, CC , in parallel with the series RC
string, a high-frequency pole can be added to the system, as
shown in Figure 6. In terms of equations, this circuit can be
shown to have a transfer function equivalent to (5) where
RO  RZ and CZ  CC . Note that the only difference
between this compensator and the one shown previously in
Figure 4 is the addition of a high frequency pole.
sRZ CZ + 1
Vc
=K 2
Vo
s RO RZ CC CZ + sRO CZ + 1

(5)

C. PID Controller
The PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller, as
shown in Figure 7, is useful as it provides both phase lag and
lead in order to maximize phase and gain compensation. This
makes it ideal for VMC-CCM Boost Converters as it provides
a large DC-gain as well as the ability to boost the phase such
that the phase-margin is of an acceptable value. The transfer
function for this controller can be found below in (6). Again,
it is assumed that RO  RZ .
Vc
K
(sRT C1 + 1)(sRZ CZ + 1)
=
Z CC
Vo
sRO (CZ + CC ) (s RCZ C+C
+ 1)(s(RT kRB )C1 + 1)
Z
C
(6)
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Fig. 8: Bode Plot for Lag-Lead Compensator Circuit with
C1 = 0.8 pF , CC = 2 nF , gm = −10 µS, RB = 500 kΩ,
RT = 2 M Ω, CZ = 300 nF , and RZ swept with values of
100 Ω, 500 Ω, and 1 kΩ.

End

Fig. 9: Block Diagram for a Queen-Bee Genetic Algorithm
for Optimization of Switched-Converter Controller Transfer
Function.

III. O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHMS
The idea behind using optimization algorithms to solve the
controller design problem is to remove some of the burden
off of a circuit designer. These algorithms are, typically, much
better at exploring the design solution space than a designer
would be and, as such, can convergence on an acceptable
solution more quickly. Even if the design is not an optimal
design, it provides a circuit designer with a good starting point
and still serves to minimize the required time spent on a circuit
block.

A. Queen-Bee GA
There are many different GA implementations, but the one
analyzed here is known as the ‘Queen-Bee’ method [22], [32].
Fig. 9 shows the flow of a Queen-Bee-type GA (abbreviated
as QBGA).
The QBGA is an algorithm based around the interactions
of bees in a hive. Essentially, there exists a single queen with
which all other bees, known as drones, mate. Occasionally
a female bee is produced that ousts the current queen and
becomes the new queen.
To implement this in software, drones are created with
completely randomized genes and the algorithm proceeds as
follows:
1) Initialization: Drones compete and best is selected as
nest queen.
2) Drones mate with queen, produce two offspring (gene
crossover example in Fig. 10).
3) Offspring, known as virgin queens, compete and best
survives.

Fig. 10: Gene Crossover Diagram for QBGA.

4) Every virgin queen competes and best competes with
current queen; whichever survives becomes new nest
queen.
5) Randomize drones, repeat.
During gene crossover, however, it is not sufficient to only
crossover the genes as there must be some probability of
gene mutation in order to guarantee variability in the gene
pool to avoid converging on local optima. To do so, most
algorithms implement a constant that determines the gene
mutation probability [22], [23], [32].
In an attempt to speed up convergence, a variable mutation
probability was used in this implementation based on the
age of the nest queen as an alternative to simply choosing
a constant. As the nest queen moves from generation to
generation, it is likely that the QBGA has either converged
on the best solution or it could be stuck on a local optima. By
setting the mutation probability as a variable based on how
many generations the nest queen has existed for, more and
more variability will be introduced into the gene pool. The goal
here is to attempt to push the algorithm out of any potential
locally optimal points. If the program has, in fact, found a
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Fig. 11: Comparison of QBGA Convergence with a Varied and
Constant Rate of Mutation for a nest size of 30 and over 20
iterations.
global optimum, then an increased mutation rate should have
no effect on the solution. The pseudo-code for such a mutation
algorithm is described below:
Algorithm 1: Variable QBGA Mutation Based on Queen
Age
for gene in crossover do
if rand() ≥ C*queenAge then
gene = mutate(gene);
end
crossover[i] = gene;
end
By setting C to some fractional value, it will eventually
converge to have a 100% mutation rate when C1 = queenAge.
However, this value must not be set too high as otherwise the
GA will mutate too quickly and have difficulty converging on
a solution. Setting C to be between 0.05 and 0.1 yielded the
best results.
A comparison of convergence rates for the QBGA with
and without the variable mutation rate is shown in Figure
11. Here it takes eleven generations for the varied mutation
rate implementation to converge while it takes twenty-five
generations for the constant rate of mutation implementation
to converge to the same fitness value. This indicates that the
variable rate of mutation does, indeed, aid in convergence
speed as expected.
B. Particle Swarm Optimization
Another type of optimization algorithm that is useful for
high-complexity circuit design is PSO. Using PSO as a circuit
design optimization tool has been explored previously in [33],
[34].
This method is different from that of GAs in that there are
a set number of particles that have an associated position and
velocity in N -dimensional space. Each particle’s position is
evaluated and each keeps track of its own best position. All of
the best positions for each particle are then evaluated and the
best global position is stored. Each particle has knowledge of
its current position, current velocity, best local position, and
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Fig. 12: Comparison of w for CDIW and CRIW over 500
iterations with w1 = 0.9 and w2 = 0.4.

best swarm global position. As the swarm begins to move, the
velocity of the particles change based on those parameters in
order to converge on a solution.
1) Chaotic Inertial Weight: The idea of adding some random behavior to the inertial weight of a particle’s velocity has
been explored extensively [27]–[29]. The typical equation for
particle velocity with inertial weight is shown below in (7)
where βp is the best local particle position, Xp is the current
particle position, and G is the global best position. The value
for w is typically set to be less than one and C1 + C2 ≥ 4.
The inertial weight factor is typically decreased with each
iteration [21], and is used to force a particle to stop excessive
exploration of the solution space.
Vp = w · Vp +C1 [U (0, 1) · (βp − Xp )]+
C2 [U (0, 1) · (G − Xp )]

(7)

By adding a randomness to the value for w, it’s possible to
speed up the convergence of the PSO algorithm. This can be
done with either Chaotic Descending Inertial Weight (CDIW)
or Chaotic Random Inertial Weight (CRIW) [27]. In CDIW,
w is calculated by first randomly choosing a value within
the interval of (0, 1), called z. This value is then logistically
mapped by the equation in (8). Next, w is calculated with
this logistically mapped variable as per (9). Here, imax is
the maximum number of PSO iterations and i is the current
iteration. The variables w1 and w2 are set as the desired
starting and ending inertial weights (typically 0.9 and 0.4, as
mentioned earlier).
z = 4 · z · (1 − z)
(w1 − w2 )(imax − i)
+ z · w2
w=
imax

(8)
(9)

An alternative Chaotic Inertial Weight implementation is
called Chaotic Random Inertial Weight (CRIW). This differs
from CDIW in that the value for w is random every iteration
as opposed to decreasing, as Fig. 12 shows. The equation for
determining w in CRIW is shown in (10).
w=

1
[U (0, 1) + z]
2

(10)
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2) Constriction: Maurice Clerc et al. introduced a new way
to modify a particle’s velocity in order to speed convergence
to a solution in [19], [20] and was later explored more in
depth in [26]. This is done by use of constriction factor, χ,
and weighted velocity constants, C1 and C2 . This constriction
factor serves to limit the swarm to a smaller search area as it
converges on an optimal solution. The velocity coefficients of
C1 and C2 are used to provide more emphasis on a particle’s
local best solution or the global best solution, respectively. The
velocity update equation can be seen in (11) where βp is the
best local particle position, Xp is the current particle position,
and G is the global best position. Equation (12) shows the
equation to determine the new particle position. Equation (14)
shows the equation used to calculate the constriction factor,
χ.
Vp = χ(Vp +C1 [U (0, 1) · (βp − Xp )]+
C2 [U (0, 1) · (G − Xp )])

(11)

Xp = Xp + Vp

(12)

φ = C1 + C2

(13)

χ=

2−φ−

2
p

φ2 − 4φ

(14)

C. Fitness Function
The biggest design challenge with optimization problems is
that of the fitness function [13]–[15], [24]. Care must be taken
to add in as many variables as possible in order to eliminate
the possibility of unwanted states (for example, a 90◦ Phase
Margin but 10 dB Gain). However, when more variables are
added they will typically need to be weighted in order to
emphasize the more important parameters of the circuit.
A way to aid in the convergence of GAs is to add a penalty
to the fitness function [15], [16]. The idea is to decrease
the value of the fitness function based on the region that
the variable is in. Thus, a penalty function could produce a
value for anything below a given acceptable range to cause the
fitness value to decrease more rapidly the further it is away
from the ideal value.
A generalized fitness function equation with penalties is
shown below in (15) where α is a weighted constant for
variable θ and P (θ) is a function that determines the penalty
associated with the solution presented by θ.
F =

N
X

αi θi − P (θi )

(15)

i=1

For the algorithm implementations explored here, the following variables were selected for the fitness function:
• Phase Margin, φM
• Gain Margin, GM
• DC Gain, A0
Since each of these variables have varying sizes, it is wise to
normalize them to some ideal value such that the sum of all the
ideal, normalized values is equal to the number of parameters.
This makes it significantly easier to determine the necessary
values for α that help to speed convergence.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of Convergence Speeds for a) QBGA
with NPF and b) QBGA with NLF. Drones = 30, Mutation
Rate = 0.1 · queenAge, αφM = 3, αGM = 0.6, αA0 = 2.
TABLE I: Comparison of Optimization Algorithms for Size
of 10 and Max Iteration of 100.
Algorithm
QBGA (Static)
QBGA (Variable)
PSO-CDIW
PSO-CRIW
PSO-Constrict

Error From Expected
0.268%
0.179%
133.286%
133.036%
73.750%

In addition to normalizing all of the variables, each value
was placed into a function that transforms the linear data into
parabolic data such that it has a maximum at the ideal point.
M
For example, if the ideal φM is chosen as 70◦ , NφM = φ70
2
and thus f (θ(φM )) = −(NφM − 1) + 1. The constant scalar
is there so that the maximum value occurs at a value of 1
instead of 0.
Experimental results show that the normalized parabolic
fitness function, NPF, exhibits faster global optimum convergence than using only the normalized data alone as shown in
Figure 13. Note that the fitness value in the linear case is, in
fact, larger than the NPF case. This, however, is expected as
values greater than the the normalized ideal parameter will
subtract from the fitness value in the NPF while it adds in the
linear case. As such, comparing the fitness values directly does
not result in a good comparison of fitness function strength.
The only valid comparison is to compare the number of
generations it takes to converge. Equation (16) shows the full
NPF used for this implementation.
F =

N
X

−αi (N (θi ) − 1)2 + αi − P (θi )

(16)

i=1

IV. A LGORITHM C OMPARISONS
The algorithms compared are QBGA with static mutation,
QBGA with variable mutation, PSO-CDIW, PSO-CRIW, and
PSOC (all with NPF). Table I shows a comparison of the
error from the optimal fitness value after 100 iterations. Fig.
14 shows this convergence graphically (omitting the static
mutation QBGA since this was compared earlier).
It’s clear that the QBGA implementation is much better
than any of the PSO algorithms tested for boost converter
controller optimization. Both inertial weight algorithms had
difficulty escaping from their local optima. The PSOC had a
similar problem but was able to converge on a better solution
than either inertial weight algorithms. The better performance
of the PSOC is expected based on previous results [26].
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Fig. 14: Comparison of Convergence Speeds for QBGA and
PSO with size of 10 and max iteration of 100.
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Fig. 15: Simulation Comparison of Optimization Algorithm
Controller Solution for DCM Boost Converter.

A. Simulation with Generated Controller
In order to properly compare the solutions generated by the
algorithms, the controller solutions were placed into MATLAB’s Simulink toolbox using Powerlib.
In order to test the solution of each algorithm, the final
transfer function was placed into the circuit and then the circuit
was simulated over a time of 20 ms. At 10 ms the load was
stepped to 25% its original value. For the DCM Converter, the
extracted transfer function from the QBGA algorithm is shown
in (17) while the transfer function from the Constricted PSO
algorithm is shown in (18). The QBGA algorithm produces
an expected solution equivalent to a Lag Controller, whose
general transfer function was shown previously in (2). The
PSO algorithm converged on a solution similar to the PID
transfer function in (6) which, for a DCM Converter, is valid
but unnecessary.
0.0034s + 159.8
(17)
0.0026s + 1
2
147s + 288.9s + 3.016
TP SO (s) =
3
0.196s + 0.0066s2 + 0.000021s + 0.00002
(18)

TQBGA (s) =

Fig. 15 shows a comparison of the controller solutions
after simulation. As can be seen, the QBGA solution is faster
(note the time-scale difference) and is stable, albeit slightly
underdamped. The odd peak in the step response for the
QBGA solution is due to the converter exiting the small-signal
region and briefly incurring large-signal (non-linear) behavior.
The PSO solution is also stable, but slower than the QBGA
solution. While it is a perfectly adequate controller solution,
the QBGA clearly performs better.
Next, the algorithms were run on a Boost Converter operating in CCM. The generated controller solutions are shown
below for the QBGA and PSO algorithms in (19) and (20),
respectively. Both algorithms converge on a PID-like transfer
function which is absolutely neccessary for a Voltage-ModeControlled CCM Boost Converter.
348.6s + 348.6
TQBGA (s) =
(19)
3
0.00017s + s2 + 3.5 × 10−7 s + 1
4.2 × 104 s + 2.02 × 104
(20)
TP SO (s) =
0.06s3 + 48.53s2 + 0.27s

Fig. 16: Simulation Comparison of Optimization Algorithm
Controller Solution for DCM Boost Converter.
The comparison of the simulations for each solution are
shown in Fig. 16. The step-response is nearly identical for
both, indicating that the small-signal model for the whole
system is also quite similar. However, observing the start-up
of the system shows that the large-signal response is more
variable. The QBGA gracefully rises to a steady-state value
while the Constricted PSO has slight oscillation before settling
to a steady-state value. That said, the QBGA solution is only
marginally better than the PSO here. This is because the
CCM Boost Converter provides fewer acceptable solutions
than the DCM case which makes it much more difficult for an
optimization algorithm to converge on an acceptable solution
(both Fitness values were around 1, as opposed to the ideal
value of 5.6).
V. C ONCLUSION
It has been shown that for optimizing the controllers in
VMC Boost Converter, a Queen-Bee GA achieves better
results in less time than that of three different PSO algorithms.
All algorithms performed much better when optimizing Boost
Converters in DCM as opposed to CCM. This is expected due
to the similarity in solution space size for both modes, yet a
smaller acceptable solution region in the CCM case. The large
phase shift due to the LC resonance in the CCM converter
causes the optimization algorithms explored here to get stuck
in regions of acceptable, but non-ideal, solutions and they have
difficulty escaping.
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The run-time of each algorithm was found to be rather
intensive, taking nearly ten minutes to complete 200 iterations
at a swarm/nest size of 20. Due to the large solution space,
it’s imperative to allow the algorithm to run for as long as
possible in order to guarantee convergence to an optimal
solution. However, it seems to be far more beneficial to run the
algorithms for a short amount of time in order to converge near
an optimal solution and use the values generated as a starting
point in the design of the controller. This allows a circuit
designer to start from a point of known operation rather than
requiring tedious calculations to be performed and iterated on
to find an acceptable solution.
In terms of Power Electronics Circuit optimization, it’s clear
that Queen-Bee Genetic Algorithms hold significant promise
as a design-tool that can be used as an aid when designing
various circuit blocks.
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